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Whether this is your first trip to Southern California or your 
fifth, we are pleased to be hosting you in Los Angeles and its 
most famous district, Hollywood. While the palm trees and 
cultural attractions may be good enough reasons to visit, we 
are here to celebrate a unique and perhaps unknown part of 
Chevrolet history.

The iconic Chevrolet brand, now over 100 years old, has 
played a major role in Hollywood, that is to say the American  

film and television industry. Based on the sheer number of times  
a “Chevy” has appeared in or been written into a Hollywood pro-
duction, it is clear that Chevrolet is as important to popular culture 
as it is to everyday life. We are proud to show you firsthand how 
close Chevrolet is to Hollywood, and how Chevrolet supports the 
film makers and creative leaders of tomorrow.

Over the next few days, you will have the chance to experience  
Hollywood behind-the-scenes and at the wheel of the eco-friendly  
Chevrolet Volt. We hope your stay is as eye-opening as it is memorable.

Wishing you a wonderful time with the Chevrolet team,

susan docherty
President and Managing Director
Chevrolet Europe

WELCoME To  
LoS AnGELES

EdiTOriAL
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HoLLYWooD: 
onE STAR AMonG MAnY

Hollywood Boulevard Just another day in Hollywood

Hollywood . Sometimes, the most famous district of Los Angeles is 
equated with the entire city – other times, with another planet.  

Either way, it is a place people think they know because it has been 
broadcasting images of itself for years now. Yet, to assume the  

second most populous city in the U.S. is only about sun-kissed youth, 
glittering lights and clogged freeways is to miss the point. The City  

of Angels and its celebrated community are just too  
diverse and dynamic to get stuck in the stereotypes.
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Santa Monica Pier This way to a famous beach

Dreamland

BiGGER THAn BiG
The first step to understanding Hollywood is to understand 
Los Angeles. 

l.a. the area,  meaning Greater Los Angeles or “Southland” 
in local lingo, encompasses five counties, nearly 34,000 
square miles (88,060 km2) and a population of around 18 
million. it is by some counts the third largest economy in the 
world. 

l.a. the county, at just over 4,000 square miles (10,360 km2), 
contains nearly 10 million people and 88 cities with their 
own jurisdiction, including its namesake capital. 

l.a. the city covers approximately 470 square miles (1,217 km2) 
and has a population of close to four million.

it is not always easy to know what is meant by “Los Angeles” on 
road signs or in conversation, but that is part of its charm.

As for Hollywood, it is a district that is relatively small in surface 
area, but immeasurable in cultural influence. Once a farming 
community, Hollywood is today a celebrity-filled, commercial 
tangle and the de facto capital of the entertainment industry 
(see story). Ongoing refurbishment has helped reclaim some 
of its past glory and secure its status as a creative and artistic 
crossroads.

A MAGnET FoR MAnY
Apart from the creative types, celebrities and celebrity-handlers 
who make their home in the city, angelenos represent more than 
140 countries. The significant Hispanic population aside, L.A. 
boasts the largest Asian population in the country. Thriving, au-
thentic neighborhoods, such as Little Persia, Little Armenia and 
Filipinotown, abound. The city’s diversity is also reflected in its 
2,000 houses of worship, from the enormous Catedral de Nuestra 
señora Reina de todos los Ángeles to the ornate Scientology 
Celebrity Centre in – where else? – Hollywood. 

CLAiMS To FAME
Los Angeles is not only about entertainment and the media. it is 
a major hub for business, manufacturing, fashion and trade, as 
well as sports, aerospace and education. L.A. also ranks high for 
entrepreneurial activity and biotechnology ventures.  

it is the city’s historic link to show business, however, which 
makes it sparkle. Even if L.A. is much more than Hollywood, 
this corner of California is still where dreams, magic and stars 
are made.  



MYTH-MAKinG  
on SUnSET STRiP

Long live rock
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Once upon a time, an unassuming stretch in 
West Hollywood bore some of the most famous 
and infamous tales in rock ‘n’ roll history. 
The clubs on this “strip” of Sunset Boulevard, 
such as Whisky a Go Go and the roxy, helped 
launch legendary bands like the doors and, 
later in the 80’s, a flashy hard rock movement 
driven by the likes of Guns ‘N roses, Skid row 
and Poison (the current movie Rock of ages 
captures the era). Music and big hair aside, 
the scene was defined by wild bashes hosted 
by the rolling Stones, The Who, Led Zeppelin  
and more at none other than the Andaz Hotel.  
if you are feeling rock ‘n’ roll yourself, you 
can take in the vibe from the Andaz rooftop 
lounge. Alternatively, you can head down to 
the Saddle ranch and try your luck on the 
mechanical bull, featured in sex and the City 
and other Hollywood productions.
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A BiT ABoUT  
“THE BiZ”
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Since the early 20th century, Hollywood has  been recognized as 
the capital of the entertainment industry. Purists might point 
out that most film studios and broadcasters have moved out 
of Hollywood, and prolific creative hubs have popped up else-
where – but all of this is academic. With its mighty past and far-
reaching influence, Hollywood is still shorthand for “showbiz”.

FRoM BACKWooDS To BooMToWn 
As far as the industry is concerned, the sleepy village of Holly-
wood did not exist before the early 1900’s. East Coast film makers 
began flocking to the area to escape restrictions around the use 
of patented equipment (namely Thomas Edison’s Kinetoscope), 
and they soon appreciated the benefit of a pleasant climate for 
year-round shoots. By the time sound movies or “talkies” were 

introduced in 1927, Hollywood had attracted talent from all over 
the world and emerged as the center of a booming industry.  

GoLDEn YEARS
The end of the silent era ushered in the so-called Golden Age 
of Hollywood and rise of the studio system. MGM, Paramount 
Pictures and other big studios were self-sufficient movie fac-
tories, effectively owning the people who made and starred in 
the movies, as well as the theaters that screened them. despite 
government censorship laws enacted in the 1930’s, Hollywood 
went on to release thousands of films, many of which – from 
Citizen Kane and Casablanca to Rear Window and Gone with 
the Wind – are still considered classics. 

Hollywood stars are also underfoot
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Another Hollywood welcome on the so-called Camino Real

A Hollywood welcome

A nEW ERA oR TWo
By the 1950’s, the industry was in a state 
of flux. Federal antitrust action in 1948 
separated studios and theaters. On the 
upside, Hollywood productions were no 
longer burdened by censorship. The ad-
vent of television spurred the creation of 
unique big-screen experiences, otherwise 
known as blockbusters. Film makers also 
experimented with new styles and less 
inhibited storytelling, thanks to the vol-
untary rating system introduced by the 
Motion Picture Association of America 
(MPAA), the industry advocate, in 1968. 

Major change came again in the 1980’s 
when the home video market exploded. 
Since then, new technologies have con-
tinued to re-shape distribution and the 
art of film making itself. Add to that 
corporate mergers, the growth of inter-
national markets and a collaborative 
creative movement, captured by crowd-
sourcing and social media – and Holly-
wood isn’t what it used to be.

EvER-SHininG STAR
And yet. The town called “Hollywood” 
or thereabouts continues to be a massive 
producer of film and TV, not to mention 
gaming and music. According to the Los 
Angeles Tourism & Convention Board, 
the motion picture/TV production sec-
tor and related services generate more 
than $31 billion annually. L.A. also fosters 
new talent as the film festival capital of 
the world and home of top-ranked film 
schools. 

The industry called “Hollywood” may 
trail “Bollywood” (india) and “Nollywood” 
(Nigeria) in the average number of films 
produced annually – respectively, 1,178, 
1,093 and 554 per recent UNESCO sta-
tistics – but not in earnings, cultural in-
fluence or economic power. The MPAA 
claims that the American motion picture, 
home video and TV industries annually 
contribute more than $175 billion to the 
U.S. economy and account for over two 
million jobs.

All of this means that Hollywood and its 
trappings aren’t going anywhere soon. it 
looks like power lunches, red-carpet af-
fairs and the paparazzi are here to stay.
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URBAn TREASURES

Lautner’s Chemosphere

Nestled in the streets and hills of  
L.A. are some of the most distinc-
tive examples of modern and  
postmodern architecture. From 
the Capitol records Tower (1956) 
in Hollywood – the first-ever 
circular building – to John Laut-
ner’s otherworldly Chemosphere 
(1960), the area has proven to 
be ripe for innovation. Lautner’s 
celebrated mentor Frank Lloyd 
Wright designed nine homes in 
L.A. County alone (most not open 
to the public). On the grander scale, 
noteworthy sights include: Arata 
isozaki’s Museum of Contemporary 
Art (1986); Moshe Safdie’s Skirball 
Cultural Center (1996); Frank 
Gehry’s Walt disney Concert Hall 
(2003); and, of course, richard 
Meier’s Getty Museum and renzo 
Piano’s LACMA (see story).
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onLY in HoLLYWooD

Greater Hollywood, never mind L.A., contains a startling variety 
of landmarks and cultural offerings. The following list highlights 
some of the spots you’ll be visiting, as well as other attractions 
should time allow.

hollywood Boulevard – Listed in the National register of 
Historic Places, Hollywood Boulevard is an in-your-face spec-
tacle and Hollywood’s spiritual home. it is where you can find 
the Hollywood Walk of Fame, Grauman’s Chinese Theatre, the 
dolby (formerly Kodak) Theatre – where the Oscars are held – 
and the adjacent Hollywood & Highland Center, which promises 
days’ worth of shopping and eating, and fancy bowling, too. The 
Boulevard is also the site of the newly-renovated ripley’s Believe 
it or Not museum, which contains a two-headed goat taxidermy 
and, more importantly, the Autobot “Bumblebee” that transforms 
into a Chevrolet Camaro in Transformers. 
 

hollywood Walk of fame – The 2.4-mile (3.8-km) Walk of 
Fame draws 10 million annual visitors to the 2,450-or-so inlaid 
stars commemorating big names in entertainment. Each star 
marks the end of an elaborate nomination and induction pro-
cess, which may explain the absence of George Clooney, Julia 
roberts and others. The Walk of Fame was inaugurated back 
in 1960, and in some places it shows though fundraising and 
restoration efforts are making a difference.  

Hollywood entrance Famous Transformer iconic hillside

Grauman’s Chinese Theatre – Arguably the most famous 
movie theater in L.A., Grauman’s is known for its staggering dé-
cor, historic movie premieres and the foot-, hand and paw prints 
of Hollywood celebrities outside it (the U.S. X factor judges are 
the most recent additions). The theater opened in 1927 and has 
hosted lavish Hollywood affairs, such as the Academy Awards. 
Grauman’s is part of the Hollywood & Highland complex and 
next to the dolby Theatre (see left).

still-in-hollywood studios – While most of the major studios 
have left Hollywood, Paramount Pictures – backlot included – is 
still here and can be enjoyed on Chevrolet Film Night. Universal 
Studios, the largest film and television producer in the world, 
has revamped its Hollywood campus into a popular theme 
park. Crowds come for the studio tour and entertainment, such 
as the thrilling new 3d Transformers ride that puts you right in 
the middle of the action.

hollywood sign – it is hard to know just how many people 
have left it all behind to follow the call of those nine letters 
perched on Mount Lee. The Hollywood sign was built in 1923 to 
advertise a new property development called “Hollywoodland”, 
but it was later shortened to Hollywood. There is something odd-
ly poetic about the landmark whether seen from down below 
or up close.
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1 Griffith views 

2 Beachside living

3 LACMA installation

4 The grand Getty

2 3

4

1

Griffith Observatory – Set within the largest municipal 
park in the nation, the Griffith Observatory provides great 
views of Hollywood, downtown L.A. and the Pacific Ocean. The 
Griffith is also acclaimed for its planetarium and scientific exhi-
bitions. if the place looks familiar, it’s because it has appeared in 
The Terminator and Transformers, among other movies.

santa Monica Pier and Venice Beach – The coast between 
Santa Monica and Venice makes for a great bike ride and plenty 
of photo opportunities. in some respects, the well-known strip 
captures the essence of Los Angeles, between the palm-lined 
promenade, eclectic people and phenomenon of Muscle Beach. 
Santa Monica Pier and quaint Pacific Park are also worth a visit 
for the sea breeze, vintage merry-go-round and Ferris wheel. 
The pier has been immortalized in many film and TV produc-
tions, including The sting, forrest Gump and The Notebook (along 
with a 1935 Chevy).

laCMa – The Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LAC-
MA) on Wilshire Boulevard is actually a campus of seven build-
ings, which have been undergoing renovations led by the renzo 
Piano Building Workshop. LACMA prides itself on collections 
which span the globe and the entire history of art. 

The Getty – The J. Paul Getty Museum in the Brentwood 
district – not to be confused with the Getty Villa in Pacific 
Palisades – is one of the country’s most frequented museums. 
Although it might be praised for its richard Meier architecture 
and robert irwin-designed gardens, the collection is impressive 
and admission is free.
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oTHER FAMoUS  
RESiDEnTS

A legend lives on

According to experts in the field, 
Hollywood is rampant with ghosts, 
vampires and a subterranean 
civilization of lizard people.  
The roosevelt Hotel, for example, 
has been the frequent scene of 
strange phenomena and sightings, 
including a sad-faced Marilyn 
Monroe who appears in a mirror. 
This being L.A., however, there  
is little to fear as these beings tend  
to blend right in with the main-
stream – and as an expert points 
out, vampires are usually pleasant, 
high-energy people.
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Healthy living

THE BRiGHT SiDE

Long before Baywatch and even the Beach Boys, Southern 
California has been glorified for its sunny weather and golden 
beaches. L.A. County boasts 75 miles of coastline and an annual 
average of 325 sunny days, which have likely been instrumental 
in the invention of beach volleyball, windsurfing, skateboarding 
and rollerblading. The city is proving, however, that the famed 
L.A. lifestyle is more than skin-deep.

PRoGRESSivE
Contrary to popular belief, L.A. is making the most of its natural 
gifts to promote sustainability. The city is one of California’s 
leaders in solar installations and has been recognized for other 
efforts in conservation and renewable energy. The favorable 
climate has also contributed to the rise of community gardens, 
which are joining up with the city’s popular farmers markets 
(by some counts, the most in any American city). 

Urban gardening is in fact encouraging a smarter use of irri-
gated water and highlighting the city’s achievements in water 
conservation. L.A. has one of the nation’s lowest and most sta-
ble water consumption rates per capita, despite the incredible 
population growth.
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natural wonder The L.A. difference

STiLL MiSUnDERSTooD
images of traffic jams, smog and so-called 
sprawl have haunted L.A. for a while now, 
but the reality is more uplifting. A recent 
report from the UCLA institute of the 
Environment and Sustainability touts 
the city’s and county’s progress in many 
areas, including air quality controls and 
the “greenness” of the country’s largest, 
most active port.

As for angelenos’ well-documented de-
pendence on cars, L.A. claims one of the 
highest ride-sharing (carpooling) rates in 
the country. Special express lane privi-
leges have also been granted to a limited 
number of cars, notably the Chevrolet 
Volt. in addition, L.A. operates one of the 
country’s largest public transportation 
systems, serving 1,433 square miles (3,711 
km2) with trains and a “green” fleet of 
buses. And then there are the 475 miles 
(764 km) of bike paths, which are actu-
ally being used. 

The UCLA report points to the link be-
tween the investment in public transpor-
tation and the end of sprawl, given that 
effectively all of the habitable land has 
been developed. Nowadays, L.A. is com-
mitted to working with what it has by 
reinvigorating its dense urban centers 
and improving the connections between 
them, much like other global megacities.

From a recent people-powered ban on 
plastic bags to ambitious energy regula-
tion, Los Angeles is changing for the ben-
efit of its residents and the planet. Maybe 
one day its reputation will catch up to it.

Clear skies
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The Chevrolet Youth Concepts were designed by Nicholas  
david and Joe Baker of GM’s North Hollywood Advanced 
design Center, with the input of under-30 consumers. Since 
their world premiere at the 2012 detroit Auto Show, the two 
stylish concepts have appeared at the Geneva and Paris Motor 
Shows, among others. The response to both vehicles has been 
highly positive and promising, according to market research 
carried out among 16,000 interested people.

DESiGn:  
GM-STYLE

One of 10 global GM design centers, 
the North Hollywood Advanced 
design Center has made a name 
for itself in its short 12-year his-
tory. The center has produced 
acclaimed concept cars and is a 
multiple-winner of the prestigious 
L.A. design Challenge. The center’s 
designers – hailing from the 
U.S., Europe, Asia and the Middle 
East – have also worked closely 
with Hollywood, for example 
with director Michael Bay on the 
Transformers movie series.

Chevrolet Youth Concepts: Code 130R and Tru 140S
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The EN-V 2.0  or Electric Networked-Vehicle concept is 
distinguished by its cutting-edge technologies, such as elec-
trification, telematics and the mobility internet. By combin-
ing a Global Positioning System (GPS) with vehicle-to-vehicle 
communications and distance-sensing technologies, the EN-V 
concept can be driven both manually and autonomously. As a 
result, the vehicle not only offers mobility to those who would 
otherwise not be able to drive, but also potentially decreases 
the likelihood of accidents. in addition, the EN-V’s autonomous 
operating capability could reduce traffic congestion by select-
ing the fastest route through real-time information. 

Certain technologies that are featured in the EN-V, such 
as lane departure warning, blind zone detection and adaptive 
cruise control, are being used by other GM vehicles already on 
the road. The zero-emission electric EN-V was developed by 
GM’s North Hollywood Advanced design Center in conjunction 
with other GM design centers.

Chevrolet En-v 2.0 Mobility Concept showcased at Auto China 2012  
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FoR THE RECoRD

never too far from a donut

L.A. is a leading city in per capita 
bookstores, museums and gal-
leries, and donut shops. it boasts 
a healthy population of licensed 
psychologists and ranks high in 
the probability of “good hair days”. 
L.A. is home of the world’s biggest 
toy manufacturer, Mattel, and 
Barbie. L.A. is not, however, a 
plastic surgery capital.


